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COMPILATION: significant figures 
 
Date:    Mon, 17 Sep 2018  
From:    Bill Goodwin  
    This question applies to more than physics, but that's what I teach. When we have a percent 
error calculation such as % error = (|3.14-3.45|/3.14)*100, is the answer reported with 3 significant 
figures? or 2 significant figures? or do we care?  
   If we follow the rules as I understand them, we would report 2 significant figures; i.e., 9.9%.  
My quandary is how best to explain the rationale without spending an inordinate amount of time 
on statistics when we have precious little time for the physics. I hate, however, simply stating 
"cuz that's the rule" or, even worse, "significant figures are not significant in physics" (yes, I've 
heard that one). Any advice? Thank you much. 
 --------------------------------------------- 
From: Scott Thomas 
    The simplest explanation I've seen is the "crank 3 times" method. We want to report an answer 
that reflects the precision of our measurements. To do that, do the calculation 3 times. The first 
time with the "best" values, second with all measured values being their lowest value, and the 
third with all being the highest. The answer reported should be based on the first calculation, but 
reflect that range of values of the second and third. For your question, since 3.45 is the only 
measured value, that's the only one that changes: 
          (3.14-3.45)/3.14 =   9.8726 
          (3.14-3.44)/3.14 =   9.5541 (assuming an uncertainty of +/- 0.01) 
          (3.14-3.46)/3.14 = 10.191 
    We use the first answer 9.8726 and need to figure out how to report it such that it represents a 
range from 9.55 to 10.19.  If we report 9, that could be from 8-10 which could work. If we report 
9.9, that would represent from 9.8 to 10.0 (or possibly 9.7 to 10.1). For the most part that second 
answer seems to reflect the range of answers we want, so we report 9.9. If you report 9.87, you'd 
be saying the answer could range from 9.86 to 9.88, which is too small based on how the number 
in the calculation was reported. 
    If you want an even better method, look into using excel (or possibly python, matlab, etc) to 
do a monte carlo simulation. That does the calculus treatment without needing to know calculus. 
 -------------------------------------- 
From: Geoffrey Nunes 
    This is a case where I would encourage my students to call it 10%.  Sig. fig. are about 
communicating how well a number is known.  Here you are talking about the uncertainty in the 
uncertainty, so pushing for the exact correct significant figures seems silly.  They can worry at 
that level when they have a job at CERN and are looking for 5 sigma proof of a new particle. 
    By the way, I never call it "error".  When you say that, the students hear "wrong", and they 
have done nothing wrong (we hope).  They are merely imperfect. 
 ----------------------------------- 
From: Jeff Funkhouser 
    According to the “rules”, there will be two s.f. remaining in the numerator after the 
addition/subtraction since it's the hundredths PLACE that¹s uncertain in both terms of the 
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numerator (which occurs before the division). You then have two s.f. divided by three s.f. and 
the rule for multiplication/division says keep the least NUMBER of s.f. in the quotient, so that 
would be two, and the result should be quoted as 9.9%. 
    HOWEVER, the rule for multiplication is rather coarse and doesn¹t very well handle the cases 
of numbers close to 1.00 and 0.99 (or any power of ten multiple of those numbers). Case in 
point: 1.00 (+- 0.01) and 0.99 (+- 0.01) are essentially the same measurement, as they are within 
1% of each other and each value is uncertain by +-1%. But, the “rule” for M/D say that 0.99 only 
has 2 s.f. While the value 1.00 has 3 s.f. 
    So, in my AP Physics 2 class our rule is “Use 3 s.f.” and you can¹t go wrong. We¹ll always 
discuss uncertainty in measurements and uncertainty propagation in calculated values when we 
do lab, but we¹ll rarely refer to arbitrary rules of s.f. When I see one of my students quote 6 to 9 
digits straight from their calculator, that¹ll always elicit a response from me. 
    So, the short answer is, it¹s up to you. To paraphrase a not quite SFW movie quote: "What 
juice is worth the squeeze?” 
 -------------------------------- 
From: Andy Smith 
    If you don't care enough to go into the statistics, then you shouldn't care that much and accept 
either 2 or 3.  I tell my kids they need to pay attention to sig figs, but I'm not the sig fig Nazi.  If 
they are +/- 1 sig fig of the rule, that is fine.  In IB (and AP Physics if I remember correctly), 
there is at most 1 point on the exam explicitly for sig figs. 
    If you are uncomfortable with spending a lot of time in statistics, you could find the 
uncertainty in the % error and round accordingly.  Rather than try to explain it in e-mail, I 
worked it out here, where I can use formulas and symbols. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gK5lp-LJgcjQD0zRBo48J2XK3vPQx2ffMzMR9WE9Q9Y/edit 
 
 ------------------------------------------- 
From: Paul Camp 
    Can we agree not to do percent errors? That assumes there is a known or real or canonical 
value that we're trying to achieve. It isn't that hard to motivate means and standard deviations and 
use Excel to actually calculate them. It isn't even that hard to motivate a p value. I do it with your 
kids the year after you have them. 
    The point is that in science you have measurements, uncertainties in your measurements, and 
probabilities that measurements are the same. But the one thing you don't have is a real value 
you're trying to get close to. 
 ------------------------------------------------------ 
From: Jane Jackson, ASU 
John Denker describes the "crank three times" method in detail, using an example similar to 
Scott Thomas, in section 7.14 of his online guide: "Uncertainty as Applied to Measurements and 
Calculations". 
     http://www.av8n.com/physics/uncertainty.htm - sec-monte-mg 
He wrote: "People who care about their data don't use sig. figs." 
"The best way to understand uncertainty is in terms of probability distributions." 
 
I quote him:  
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    The Crank Three Times™ method is by no means an exact error analysis. It is an 
approximation. The nice thing is that you can understand the nature of the approximation, and 
you can see that better and better results are readily available (for a modest price). 
    One of the glories of the Crank Three Times™ method is that in cases where it doesn’t work, 
it will tell you it isn’t working, provided you listen to what it’s trying to tell you. If you get 
asymmetrical error bars, you need to investigate further. Something bad is happening, and you 
need to check closely to see whether it is a little bit bad or very, very bad. 
    As far as I can tell, for every flaw that this method has, the sig-figs method has the same flaw 
plus others ... which means Crank Three Times™ is Pareto superior. 
    This method requires no new software, no learning curve, and no new concepts beyond the 
concept of uncertainty itself. In particular, unlike significant digits, it introduces no wrong 
concepts. 
    Crank Three Times™ shouldn’t require more than a few minutes of labor. Once a problem is 
set up, turning the crank should take only a couple of minutes; if it takes longer than that you 
should have been doing it on a spreadsheet all along. And if you are using a spreadsheet, Crank 
Three Times™ is super-easy and super-quick. 
 
He describes “crank three times” briefly and provides an on-line uncertainty calculator at 
    http://www.av8n.com/physics/uncertainty-calculator-doc.htm 
 
John Denker,Ph.D., contributes frequently to the chemed-l listserv, phys-L, and physlrnr. He had 
a long career  at Bell Labs.  He has an amazing wealth of knowledge, and he shares it. 
His short biography is at   http://www.av8n.com/how/htm/author.html 
 ---------------------------------- 
 
Sept. 19, 2018 
From: Scott Thomas 
 For those who want to see the Monte Carlo analysis of the percent error problem, try to open 
this URL: 
http://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DwtvZhrpTdLPEUtkJkKgfy3LEmHwD00MyzP85tO9n-c/edit?usp=sharing 
 
    If you've never used th Monte Carlo method before, it’s a method that is comparable to the 
calculus rules using partial derivatives used by engineers for error propagation, without needing 
to know any calculus. You just create a few cells in a spreadsheet, copy and paste them a couple 
hundred times, and you’re basically done. You can also do something similar in most of the 
programming languages (python, matlab, etc). 
  
   To create a Monte Carlo calculation, you first create an entry for each measured value in 
your calculation and what it's error is. Then use the NormInv function to create a normalized 
random number for that quantity. (If you have two measured numbers, you would need a value 
for the 1st, a value for its error, the value of the 2nd, and a value for its error. You would then 
have a column for the first and a column for the second).  
    Once you have all the columns set up (just the first cell at the top of the row), create a cell that 
does the desired calculation of those measured values.  
    Once that is set up, copy those cells and paste them several hunded (or more) times. Find that 
average of the column of the equation and its standard deviation, and you have your answer. 
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    The advantage of Crank Three Times or Monte Carlo, is that they work for any calculation. 
Crank Three Times will not be "as good" as Monte Carlo, as Jane began to describe yesterday. 
However, these methods work for sine, cosine, logs, exponentials, etc.  -- whereas the count sig 
figs only "works" for multiplication/division and where the uncertain digit is only "works" for 
addition/subtraction.  
    As you as you start having more than just one operation, Crank Three Times becomes just as 
fast. As soon as you have operations beyond the basic four, you have to use one of these two 
methods. 
 
    For those who are also curious, the groups at CERN used Monte Carlo in their error analysis 
to determine with >5 sigma confidence that they had found the Higgs Boson. 
 


